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Principles, principles, 
everywhere
• Prevention

• Precautionary principle

• Polluter pays principle 

• Principle of intergenerational 
equity/intragenerational equity

• Principle of conservation of 
biological diversity

• Principle of resilience

• Non-regression principle 

• Sustainable development 
(principle?)



Environmental principles as legal ideas
• Global trend = legal entrenchment of environmental protection goals 

for the long-term in the creation and implementation of 
environmental policy 
Driven by nature of environmental problems: collective, crossing policy 

boundaries, temporal dimension

• Various approaches: dependent on legal cultures and stage of legal 
development, usually driven by legislative development
Holistic

Foundational

Symbolic

• Evolution of legal development over time



Some examples: TFEU, arts 191 and 11



Protection of the Environment Administration 
Act 1991 (NSW)



Road to the Environment Bill

European Union (Withdrawal) Act 2018 – section 16

SoS must publish a list of environmental principles
SS must publish a policy on the interpretation and application of those 

principles ‘in connection with the making and development of’ Ministerial 
policy + duty to have regard to policy

UK political debate: environmental principles should underpin post-Brexit UK environmental regulation and policymaking

Concern about diminution of environmental rights and standards Ensuring public bodies continue to apply environmental principles

TFEU

Environmental principles embedded in EU legislation, environmental regimes, 
CJEU case law

Environmental principles informing all UK environmental law deriving from EU 
law (most but not all UK environmental law)



The Environment (Principles and Governance) 
Bill 2018
• Defined set of environmental principles
TFEU principles (including integration principle, more limited precautionary 

principle), ‘principle of sustainable development’, Aarhus rights

• Ministerial duties
 prepare a policy statement on these environmental principles

‘must have regard to the policy statement on environmental principles when 
making, developing or revising policies dealt with by the statement’

✗ ‘no significant environmental benefit’ exception

✗ exception for disproportionate action

✗ limits to application (eg armed forces, spending, allocation of resources 
within government, any other matter specified in regulations)



The Environment Bill 2019-21
• Amended list of principles

 Aarhus rights and sustainable development removed, integration principle limited

• Policy statement (PS) structure retained 
 SoS discretion in preparing statement: ‘executive environmental law’ (Fisher)

• A new objective 
 SoS must be satisfied that PS, when in effect, will ‘contribute to’ the improvement 

of environmental protection and sustainable development – level of ambition?

• Stronger duty: Ministers must, when making policy, have due regard to PS

• Links to rest of Bill
Policy statement to inform Ministerial action under Bill eg target setting
✗But no holistic underpinning of environmental law

• Committee/Lords amendments?



The Scottish comparison
• UK Withdrawal from the European Union (Continuity) (Scotland) Bill 

2020

• Differences
Principles explicitly derived from EU law

✗No integration principle 

Duty on ministers to take into account environmental principles directly (no 
policy statement)

‘have regard to’ duty

Duty extends to public authorities in ‘making plans and programmes’➢
green thread of Scottish policymaking

• Opens space for divergent interpretations of principles between UK 
‘reserved’ principles and Scottish ‘devolved’ principles



Pre vs post-Brexit environmental principles in 
English law
• Retained EU law
 Interpreted by reference to environmental principles (legal interpretive 

function), driven by a ‘high level of protection’ objective

• New policymaking, targets and regimes under Environment Bill
 Legal influence of environmental principles muted by policy statement 

structure, carve outs, and ‘have regard’ form of duty

 Shift: environmental principles informing policymaking not law

• Two speed role for environmental principles: law (EU) vs policy 
(English)
 Challenges for courts and administration eg interpreting and implementing 

nature conservation obligations


